Minutes of the Committee Meeting of 20/06/2016
held at _
Present: Stella Lewsley, Dick Whitworth, Christine Goulding, Anita Laird, Paul
Williams, John Roelich, Andy Lewsley
Apologies received from: Emily Brown, Richard Evans, Anita Evans, Jeff PowellDavies.
1. The Chairman welcomed the committee.
2. Matters Arising from the minutes: there has been no response from LDPB
reAughertree costs.
3. Treasurer. reported that the club's insurance for our electronic equipment was
£237.00 and that he had reduced the insured value by £1000 due to the 'loss' of 40
dibbers.
BL Website: Siteground web hosting account purchased and bl-orienteering.org.uk
domain and website transferred (previously sharing web account at no cost to the
club). Advantages: improved reliability, club has independent ownership,
admin/editing duties can be shared. Website address remains the same.
4. Event Feedback
There was no feedback from the organisers of TalkinTarn or Alston events but both
had been well received by competitors.
The Egg-O had 38 people complete the course(s) in 17 groups. It had proved to be a
successful venue
.
The Safety workshop had been attended by members of BL, WCOC and NEOA.
Angela Whitworth delivered the workshop and had also invited members of NEOA.
This made the course more worthwhile (in terms of numbers) and attendance also
reflected the fact that by January 2017 all organisers, planners and controllers must
have attended a safety workshop.
Many thanks to Angela for her efforts.
The Bothel Bash had worked well but the attendance was slightly disappointing (15)
CDM meeting 12/03
Christine reported that NWOA will organise the 2017 BOC without BO intervention,
so the event will pay a 'super levy' but the remainder of any profit stays in the NW.
Lakes 5 Day still has no co-ordinator and BL have offered the use of either High Pike
or Askham Fell.
5. Mapping
Talkin Tarn map and permanent course. The map is updated annually, the permanent
course will be checked at the same time and updates supplied to the Tarn
management.
Greystoke Forest, the club to ask Stan Johnston to approach Malcolm Wilson for
formal permission to use the forest, once this is obtained a map will be produced.

ACTION: CG to contact Stan.
Knipe Scar: Anita Laird to contact Lowther Estates to obtain formal permission to use
the area.
ACTION: AL to contact Lowther.
6. There was no discussion of the development plan.
7. Follow up from last meeting.
JR informed the committee that he would not be organising the Carlisle schools
orienteering league next year so the need to replace missing SI dibbers was less
pressing. It was decided to apply for a grant from NWOA to replace 40 dibbers with
more up to date ones since much of our stock is now starting to degrade.
The club will also purchase new straps for our existing stock.
Messengermire Wood is probably not worth mapping.
8. Up Coming Events
Hackthorpe, CSOA Primary Schools Champs.
There have been 60 entries. The village Hall has been booked for registration. The
Courses have been confirmed. BL will provide 8 helpers with 3 from outside the club.
BL will charge CSOA for the printing of the maps.
Carlisle Parks: Chris Lates has asked for 2 helpers : CG, DW and PW have all
volunteered. There will be a score event for 'experienced' orienteers and 2 simple
course for beginners.
Eycott Hill is under control and progressing.
9. Fixtures
to add: Sat. 18/11/2017 Lowry Hill Urban race to celebrate Mrs Whitworths 75th
Birthday
Other Major events for 2017
10/09 High Pike level B
19/03 Faulds Brow level C
5/11 Greystoke Forest Level C
10. Next Meeting
12/09 at _
The meeting closed at 20.55

